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Travel Photography
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Solution

This story began in 2014 when my
girlfriend an I started planning a
crazy idea to make a trip around the
world. After winning the For Glory
2013, Jovoto invited us to visit them
at Berlin! And after traveling for
more than one year around the
world, and meeting wonderful
Jovotans, we got home.

Pictures below are part of my latest
photography work, and even more,
are part of my personal search.
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/jovoto-portfolio-awards-2016/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/jovoto-portfolio-awards-2016/ideas/52226
https://uploads3.jovo.to/idea_attachments/717847/21_bigger.jpg?1460054284
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Explain how and why you created this work. Was it for a specific brief, etc.?

2014/2015
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What were you trying to express?

The endless beauty, life, true, myself.
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Is it 100% your original work?

Yes.
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Creative's profile

matias
Graphic Designer / Photographer / Creative

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Photography, Communication Concept, Textile Design,
Service Design

PRO
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